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building a network - Let's work together
Snook are on the hunt for talent. We have positions of all shapes and sizes available. �is 
means that our requirements on experience, situation and salary are all �exible. We welcome 
applications from people from all backgrounds. Above all, we are looking for creative, 
innovation, �exible people who are hungry to learn about design and keen to change 
Scotland.

It’s a very exciting time at Snook because we are determined to build a network that will 
truly have an impact! We want to partner with other organisations and create an extensive 
network of amazing people who are: 

GRAPHIC DESIGNERS |  SERVICE DESIGNERS  |  APP BUILDERS  |  WRITERS  |  
EXPERIENCED PUBLIC SECTOR TYPES  |  PUBLISHERS  |  RESEARCHERS  |  
ETHNOGRAPHERS  |  AMAZING PROTOTYPERS  |  FILM MAKERS  | POLICY 
FOLKS  |  STRATEGISTS  |  ENTREPRENEURS  |  PHOTOGRAPHERS  |  FILM 
MAKERS  |  BUSINESS PLAN AND VENTURE MASTERS  |  PHENOMENAL 
VISUALISERS  |  UX DESIGNERS  | PRODUCT DESIGNERS

If you want to be part of Snookin’ Scotland please email jobs@wearesnook.com (with 
‘network’ in the title) and send a portfolio and/or CV and 250 words on why you are ‘the 
one’. If your super power isn’t mentioned here still get in touch - we might even create a 
role for you.  

You are good at:
 
// De�ning and tackling unde�ned problems and projects
// Working with people to co-create ideas and harness 
 their knowledge
// Getting under people’s skin (what motivates, angers and  
 inspires people?)
// Making sense of lots of information
// Communication in every sense of the word (magicians  
 on Adobe get extra points)
// Using tools like ‘customer journey maps’
// Prototyping and tinkering
// Ideas (creating them, developing them, de�ning them,  
 challenging them...)
// Facilitating a crowd of people

We would like a special someone to start working with us towards the beginning of May, but we can be 
�exible for the right person.�is role is design focused and will be based out of our studio in Glasgow’s 
city centre. 

Email jobs@wearesnook.com (with ‘designer’ in the title) and send a portfolio and/or CV and 250 words 
on why you are ‘the one’.

**Salary is negotiable based on experience. 3 month contract to begin with. Bonus structure included.** 


